Terminals of intralaminar thalamic neurons in the pallidum externum of Saimiri sciureus.
Stereotactic coagulations of intralaminar thalamic nuclei in 6 squirrel monkeys Saimiri sciureus produced dark degenerations only of type IV synapses in pallidum externum, according to the classification of Hassler and Chung often preserving the slightly asymmetric contact and subsynaptic densities. Other type IV boutons underwent semidark degeneration, whereas others showed crystalloid degeneration. Some of type IV boutons show the deposition of many dense core vesicles and mitochondria with loss of most synaptic vesicles. Enlarged type IV boutons are sometimes overcrowded with irregularly shaped lysosomes. Thus, a monosynaptic connections of intralaminar thalamic nuclei to pallidum externum could be demonstrated.